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Invasion Force! 

Year 5 Autumn Term 1/2 

 

As Historians:    By using a wide range of historical resources: books, poems, recounts, internet, pictures, 

photographs, posters and artefacts, 

 We will learn about the Viking and why they invaded Britain their homelands, beliefs and daily life 

 We will learn about the Anglo Saxon and how they were affected by the invading Vikings. 

 We will see how Britain eventually became one kingdom. 

We will learn how to ask inquiring questions, check the reliability of resources and appreciate differing points of 

view. 

As artists: 

 We will use observational drawing skills to create self-portraits as if we were Vikings 

 We will create model Viking Long boats using accurate details and decorations 

As musicians: 

 We will listen to, appreciate and create rock music and jazz 

As designers: 

 We will create free standing structures: “Game of Thrones” Each throne will be specifically designed to 
represent each King of the Seven Anglo Saxon Kingdoms. 

 We will learn how to use levers to create moving Christmas Cards 

In ICT:     

 We will remember how to stay safe on line. 

 We will use programmes to create 3D models 

 We will learn how to programme using simple coding 

 Entry Point 

We will dress up as Vikings 

and take part in a “Viking 
Day” where we will learn 
about daily life, beliefs and 

battle strategies. 

Outcomes and Exit 

point 

Art week: we will create self –portraits, 

make Viking Longboats and create 

“Thrones” for the Anglo Saxon Kings. 

Our work [writing, art work and DT] 

through the term will form the display 

and artefacts for the “Saxon World” 
Museum. We will become the curators 

and tour guides and be able to explain 

the displays and artefacts clearly to our 

visitors. 

Our parents and the Whole school will be 

invited to visit the Museum at the end of 

term. 

Texts: 

“Beowulf” 

“The Vikings Apprentice” 

Norse Myths and legends 

Vocabulary:                         Midgard/Asgard                     Settlement  

Vikings                                  Christianity                              Legal/justice 

Homeland                             Kingdoms/realms                   Punishment 

Anglo Saxons                       Monarch                                   Wergild 

Scandinavia                          Picts/Scots/Celts                    Dangeld 

Chronology                           Trade routes                           United 

Invasion                                 Import/export                        Warrior 

Beliefs/religion                    Monastery                               Similarities 

Valhalla/Nifhelm                Lindesfarne                              Differences 
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